Disposing Oneself to the Divine Will forms the Passport
Hebrews 10:36 - "For patience is necessary for you; that, doing the will of God, you may
receive the promise."
From the Book of Heaven
V33 – 11.19.33 - “My good daughter, You Must Know that as the soul disposes herself to doing
My Divine Will, she forms the passport in order to enter into the Interminable confines of the
Kingdom of the Fiat. But do you know who lends you what is necessary in order to form It?
And who lends Itself to signing it and to giving it the value of passage into My Kingdom?
Daughter, so great is the act of disposing oneself to doing My Will, that My Life itself, My Merits,
form the paper, the characters, and your Jesus makes the signature in order to make it known
and to give her free entrance. One can say that the whole of Heaven runs to the help of one
who wants to do My Will. And I feel so much Love, that I take a place in the fortunate creature
and I feel Loved by her with My own Will.
“Now, seeing Myself Loved by her with My own Will, My Love becomes jealous and does
not want to lose even one breath, one heartbeat, of the Love of this creature. Imagine yourself
My Solicitudes, the defenses that I take, the helps that I give, the Loving stratagems that I use.
In a word, I want to Re-Make Myself in her, and in order to Re-Make Myself I venture Myself in
order to form another Jesus in the creature. Therefore I place all My Divine Art in order to
obtain this intent. I do not spare anything—I do everything, I give everything. Where My Will
Reigns, I cannot deny anything, because I would deny it to Myself.
“Now, disposing oneself to do My Will forms the passport; the Beginning Act forms the
way that one must cross in It, way of Heaven, Holy, Divine. Therefore I whisper to the ear of
the heart of one who enters into It: ‘Forget the earth. Already it is not yours anymore. From
now on you will see nothing other than Heaven. My Kingdom has no limits, so your walk will
be long, therefore it is necessary that you hasten your step with your acts in order to form
many ways and so take many of the Goods that there are in My Kingdom.’ So, the Beginning
Act forms the way, the completing of it forms the train, and I, when I see the train formed, I act
as a Motor and move it quickly forward. And O! how Beautiful it is, Delightful, to pass through
these ways that the creature has done in My Will.
“These acts done in My Will are centuries that enclose Incalculable Merits and Goods,
because there is the Divine Motor that moves them, which has so much speed that in the
minutes it encloses the centuries. And it renders the creature so rich, Beautiful, and Holy, as
to let Us boast before the whole Celestial Court, pointing her out as the Greatest Prodigy of Its
Creative Art.
“In addition to this, as the creature forms her act in My Divine Will, so the veins of the
soul empty themselves of what is human and there flows, I could say, a Divine Blood that makes
felt in Substance the Divine Virtues in the creature that has the virtue of flowing almost as
blood in the same Life that animates her Creator, that renders them inseparable from each
other—so much so that one who wants to find God can find Him in His place of honor in the
creature, and one who wants to find the creature will find her in the Divine Center.”
FIAT!!!

